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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention concerns a multi-dosing detergent 
delivery device including a status indicator for providing an 
external indication of the internal status of the device. The 
indicator comprises a ?rst element (140) internal to a main 
housing part (100) of the device and Whose position is directly 
related to the status of the device and a second element (120) 
external of the main housing. The second element (120) and 
the ?rst element (140) are linked together by means of mag 
netic attraction. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, 
the ?rst element (140) comprises a magnet and the second 
element (120) comprises a ferro-magnetic sphere, held Within 
a transparent dome (110). The sphere (120) and dome (110) 
are mounted to the exterior of a main housing of the device 
and form an isolated sub-housing, While the magnet (140) is 
provided internally. Motion of the magnet (140) is translated 
to motion of the sphere (120) and a static scale adjacent to the 
path of movement of the sphere indicates the device status. 

9 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets 
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DEVICE STATUS INDICATOR FORA 
MULTI-DOSING DETERGENT DELIVERY 

DEVICE 

This is an application ?led under 35 USC 371 of PCT/ 
GB2007/004115. 

The invention relates to a device status indicator for a 
multi-dosing detergent delivery device. 

For many devices, it is desirable to display an external 
indication denoting the internal state of a device. For a multi 
dosing detergent delivery device, it is necessary to provide an 
external indication showing either hoW many doses of deter 
gent have already been delivered, or hoW many doses are 
remaining Within the device. 

Conventionally, in simple mechanical devices Where it is 
desired to avoid any electrical or electronic components, a 
numbered or coloured dial might be used so as to provide a 
status indication or similar. HoWever, in certain harsh envi 
ronments, such as dishWashers, it is also desirable to provide 
as much isolation betWeen internal Working parts of a device, 
and external housing components. Here, it may be imagined 
that in certain environments it is desirable to provide com 
plete isolation of internal components. Also, an external cas 
ing and housing may need to be robust so as to avoid the 
penetration of the housing from ?uids, contaminants or other 
items. 

In addition, Whenever there is a direct mechanical linkage 
betWeen internal and external components of a device the 
linkage itself it susceptible to mechanical Wear of may in 
itself simply cause a device Weakness. 

GB 1,096,550 (INVENTIO AKTIENGESSELSCHAFT) 
discloses a rotation indicator for indicating the movement of 
a rotary body enclosed in a sealed housing Without having an 
aperture through the housing, Wherein a magnet on the rotary 
body has poles disposed asymmetrically With respect to the 
axis of rotation of the rotary body, a circular path being 
provided outside the housing and an indicator member of 
magnetisable material being provided in the form of a roller 
member having an indicator marking and a circular rolling 
track surface of a different maximum diameter from that of 
the circumference of the circular rolling path and Which is 
rolled on the circular rolling path by the attraction of the 
magnet on rotation of the rotary body. 

It is an aim of the embodiments of the invention to provide 
an external lifetime or status indicator providing an external 
indication of an internal state of a multi-dosing detergent 
delivery device Wherein the structural integrity of the device 
housing is not impaired by the indication mechanism. 

According to a ?rst aspect of the invention, there is pro 
vided a multi-dosing detergent delivery device including a 
status indicator for providing an external indication of the 
internal status of a device, Wherein said indicator comprises: 
a ?rst element internal to a main housing part of said device 
and Whose position is directly related to the status of said 
device; and a second element external of said main housing, 
Wherein said second element and said ?rst element are linked 
together by means of magnetic attraction. 

Preferably, Wherein said second element is provided Within 
a transparent sub-housing to facilitate a user vieWing the 
position of said second element. 

Preferably a static indicator scale is provided aligned With 
a path of movement of the second element. 

Said indicator may be numbered and/ or coloured or other 
Wise marked so as to correspond With the status of the device. 

Said ?rst element is preferably mounted onto a shaft of the 
device and the rotational position of the shaft corresponds 
directly to the device status. 
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2 
Preferably the status indicator of the device indicates a 

Wash number of the multi-dosing detergent delivery device so 
as to indicate a number of Washes undertaken or remaining 
and hence a number of detergent doses dispensed or remain 
ing to be dispensed by the device. Preferably, said shaft forms 
part of a detergent dispensing mechanism. 

Preferably said shaft corresponds to the shaft of a re?ll 
holder, and the position of said shaft indicates hoW many 
dosage elements of the multi-dosing system remain or have 
been used. 

Preferably said ?rst element comprises a magnet and said 
second element comprises a sphere of ferro-magnetic mate 
rial. 

For a better understanding of the invention, a preferred 
embodiment Will noW be described, by Way of example only, 
in Which: 

FIG. 1 is a cross sectional vieW shoWing part of a device 
including a status indicator according to an embodiment of 
the invention; 

FIG. 2 is an external vieW shoWing the indicator and device 
of the ?rst embodiment; and 

FIG. 3 is a side elevation of a device incorporating the 
indicator. 

RevieWing noW to FIG. 1 there is shoWn a device lidportion 
100, having a transparent dome 110, Within a peripheral 
region of Which is trapped a metallic sphere 120. The trans 
parent dome 110 and sphere 120, are formed to the exterior of 
the device 100, Whilst on the interior of the device there is 
provided a mechanically rotating element 130, to Which there 
is ?xed a magnet 140. 

Whilst the particulars of the device itself are not important 
to the understanding of the present invention, it should be 
noted that the device of FIGS. 1 to 3 is a multi-dosing deter 
gent delivery device, Which is susceptible of delivering a 
discrete dose of detergent into a dishWashing machine during 
a single Washing cycle, and then automatically advances to a 
next dosage position for the carrying out of a subsequent 
dishWashing cycle and that the status indicator forms an indi 
cator shoWing a number of Washes undertaken or remaining 
and hence a number of detergent doses dispensed or remain 
ing to be dispensed by the device. In this connection, the lid 
100 of the device also includes, as shoWn in FIG. 2, an 
aperture 150 to alloW Water/Wash liquor to enter into an inter 
nal region of the device. Further, the lid 100 is generally 
funnel shaped so as to enable Water to be collected by the top 
of the lid portion 100 and directed toWards the aperture 150. 
Also, as Will be apparent from FIG. 2 the lid is provided With 
indicators such as “new” and “l”, “2”, . . . “l 1”, Which 

provide a static dial indicative of a usage status/Wash number 
of the device. 
A brief summary of the Workings of the device shoWn in 

FIGS. 1 to 3 noW folloWs. HoWever, it shouldbe noted that the 
scope of the present invention may not be limited exclusively 
to use With such a device. 

The device of FIGS. 1 to 3 is generally cylindrical and is 
arranged to receive a cartridge of 12 dosage elements (not 
shoWn). Each dosage element includes su?icient cleaning 
composition for one dishWashing cycle. The dosage elements 
are enclosed Within individual plastic sleeves, or blisters, 
having upper and loWer holes. In use, one dosage element per 
dishWashing cycle receives Water from the lid area 100 of the 
device through aperture 150, being in registration With the 
upper hole of the chamber. Water ?oWs into the chamber and 
dissolves the cleaning composition Which Washes out through 
the loWer hole of the chamber and into the Washing machine. 
The device includes a thermally reactive element Which, dur 
ing a cooling phase of the dishWasher ensures automatic 
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advance of the re?ll cartridge so that a neighbouring cartridge 
then has it’s upper opening in registration With the aperture 
150. 
The re?ll cartridge is carried by a re?ll holder, Which 

during said movement phase, rotates by an amount equivalent 
to the spacing betWeen chambers. Here, the rotation is 30° 
(one twelfth of 360°ias there are 12 chambers per re?ll). 
The re?ll holder, has, at a top portion thereof, a mechanically 
?xed magnet 140. This magnet 140 Will, as the re?ll holder 
rotates, also rotate. Because the sphere 120 held beneath 
transparent dome 110 is of a ferro-magnetic material, the 
sphere is attracted to the position of the magnet 140. Thereby, 
each time the re?ll holder 130 rotates, the magnet 140 rotates, 
and the sphere 120 Will adopt a neW position over the magnet 
140. By providing an external static scale on the lid 100, a 
status indication is very conveniently given to the user, to 
indicate hoW many Washing cycles remain, before the device 
needs to be replenished With a neW re?ll. 
As long as the magnet may be af?xed to a position adjacent 

to a housing Wall, and, Within the limitations of the thickness 
of the housing Wall and the strength of magnet, an easy visual 
location may be provided to a user as to the device status 
itself. 

It Will be appreciated that the device described above pro 
vides a magnetic Wash number indicator of a multi-dosing 
detergent delivery device Which is extremely advantageous 
and susceptible of providing reliable operation Within the 
harsh environments found Within a dishWasher. 
By providing indication via magnetic attraction, it Will be 

appreciated that the status of the device may be displayed, 
even When the internal parts of the device are completely 
sealed, in a Watertight, gastight manner, from the external 
environment. In other Words, by providing such an indication 
as described herein, an extremely robust device may be pro 
vided. By the elimination also of mechanical indicating 
devices, feWer moving parts are required and there is a higher 
resistance to failure. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. A multi-dosing detergent delivery device comprising a 

status indicator for providing an external indication of the 
internal status of the device, Wherein said status indicator 
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4 
indicates a Wash number of the multi-dosing detergent deliv 
ery device and Which comprises; 

a ?rst element internal to a main housing part of said device 
and Whose position is directly related to the status of said 
device and a second element external of said main hous 
ing, Wherein: 

said second element and said ?rst element are linked 
together by means of magnetic attraction; 

Wherein said ?rst element is mounted onto a shaft of the 
device and the status indicator, said shaft corresponds to 
a re?ll holder Which forms part of a detergent dispensing 
mechanism, Where the rotational position of the shaft 
corresponds to the internal status of the device and, the 
position of the shaft corresponds to hoW many dosage 
elements of the multi-dosing detergent delivery device 
remain or have been used. 

2. A device according to claim 1, Wherein said second 
element is provided Within a transparent sub-housing adapted 
to facilitate a user vieWing the position of said second ele 
ment. 

3. A device according to claim 2, Wherein a static indicator 
scale is provided aligned With a path of movement of the 
second element. 

4. A device according to claim 2, Wherein said ?rst element 
is mounted onto a shaft of the device and the rotational posi 
tion of the shaft corresponds directly to the device status. 

5. A device according to claim 1, Wherein a static indicator 
scale is provided aligned With a path of movement of the 
second element. 

6. A device according to claim 5, Wherein said indicator is 
numbered or coloured or otherWise marked so as to corre 

spond With the status of the device. 
7. A device according to claim 5, Wherein said ?rst element 

is mounted onto a shaft of the device and the rotational posi 
tion of the shaft corresponds directly to the device status. 

8. A device according to claim 1, Wherein said ?rst element 
comprises a magnet and said second element comprises a 
ferro-magnetic material. 

9. A device according to claim 8, Wherein said second 
element is a sphere. 


